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Abstract. Most of the previous emotion classifications are based on binary or
ternary classifications, and the final emotion classification results contain only
one type of emotion. There is little research on multi-emotional coexistence,
which has certain limitations on the restoration of human’s true emotions.
Aiming at these deficiencies, this paper proposes a Bidirectional Long-Short
Term Memory Multiple Classifiers (BLSTM-MC) model to study the five
classification problems in code-switching text, and obtains text contextual
relations through BLSTM-MC model. It fully considers the relationship between
different emotions in a single post, at the same time, the Attention mechanism is
introduced to find the importance of different features and predict all emotions
expressed by each post. The model achieved third place in all submissions in the
conference NLP&&CC_task1 2018.
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1 Introduction

Emotion classification refers to mapping the information to be classified into a pre-
defined emotional category system. Which is widely used in recommendation and
public opinion analysis. According to different emotional granularity, emotion classi-
fication can be divided into binary classification (subjective, objective), ternary clas-
sification (allegative, derogatory, neutral), or multivariate classification. Among them,
multivariate classification can classify the emotions more close to human real emotions.
In 2001, Parrott divided human social psychology into Happiness, Sadness, Anger,
Fear, and Surprise in the results of research on human social psychological and
emotional expression [1].

The code-switching text contains five kinds of emotions (happiness, sadness, anger,
fear, surprise).Each post contains both English and Chinese. Emotions can be
expressed individually or mixed both Chinese and English. Therefore, there are four
forms for expression of emotions: none, Chinese, English and both. None means this
post does not contain any corresponding emotions (E1). Chinese or English means that
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emotions are expressed only by Chinese or English (E2, E3). Both mean that emotions
are expressed in Chinese and English (E4). A single post may also contain multiple
emotions (E5), so it is very different from monolingual and bilingual texts.

E1. party

(At the end of the year, there are more parties, and I’m preparing for the “Gastro
Gamer” party in Thames Small Town…)

E2. , why? why? why?
(Extremely bad mood, why does this happen, why? why? why?)

E3. I’m so happy!
(I’m so happy! Although the sky is still floating*)

E4.

(I have been grumpy and emotional since the first day of school, unstable mindset
too. It’s really time to self-evaluate…sigh.)

E5.
(After making four English Weekly Reports, I discovered that there are two other real
collapses. i hate english)

In recent years, deep learning technology has gradually replaced traditional
machine learning methods and has become the mainstream model of emotional clas-
sification [2]; Socher et al. [3] used the recursive neural network (RNN) model to
perform emotional classification on the Film review data. Kim [4] uses convolution
neural network (CNN) model to classify emotion. Literature [5] uses Long-Short Term
Memory (LSTM) model to comment sentences into word sequences for emotion
classification; Cheng Yu et al. [6] used emotion-based LSTM model to classify Chinese
product reviews.

The above literature has studied the classification of emotion carefully, but there are
two shortcomings: (1) most of the studies are based on the binary or ternary classifi-
cation; (2) there is no consideration for the existence of a variety of emotions at the
same time in a single post. Therefore, there is a certain limitation on the restoration of
human true feelings. Aiming at these two points, this paper proposes a BLSTM-MC
(Multiple classifiers) model for multiple emotional classification of code-switching
texts. By creating multiple classifiers of BLSTM, the model is associated with different
emotional semantic information, At the same time, the Attention mechanism is intro-
duced to different words with different text weights. The experiments use the dataset
provided evaluation by the conference NLP&&CC_task1 2018. the results show that,
the proposed model get third place in all submission results.
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2 Related Work

High-quality Word Embedding is one of the important factors for the deep learning
model. The traditional document representation are mostly based on the Bag of Words
(BOW) method. It discards the word order information and the resulting text has
sparseness and high dimensionality. Mikolov, Benkiv, et al. [7] expressed the text
through the neural network training word vector, which solved the above problems
well. Using word2vec to represent text and combining deep learning models such as
convolution neural networks (CNN) [4, 8, 9], recurrent neural networks (RNN) [10, 11]
and so on, emotion classification can be achieved better results than traditional
Machine learning methods.

When sentence-level semantic features are modeled by word vectors, sequence
models such as RNNs are widely used in emotion classification because of sequence
structures in sentences or documents. In 1990, Elman [12] proposed a recurrent neural
network that keeps the nodes in the hidden layers connected, but RNNs have long-
distance dependence and gradient disappearance problems. In 1999, the LSTM pro-
posed by Gers and Schmidhuber et al. [13] solved these problems by interacting with
the information of the memory cells through the design of three sophisticated gating
units. Literature [5] proposed using LSTM to model comment sentences into word
sequences for emotion classification. However, the LSTM training process will lead to
the deviation of weights; the bidirectional LSTM integrates the context information
through the convolutional layer, and connects the two LSTM networks with opposite
timings to the same output at the same time to improve the accuracy of the model.
Cheng Lu [6] used the bidirectional LSTM model based on the attention mechanism to
do emotion classify Chinese of product reviews and achieved good results in both the
two-category and three-category tasks. However, the emotional classification result
contains only one kind of emotion, and the emotional semantic information is lose,
resulting in a single emotional outcome.

To solve the above problems, this paper proposes the LSTM-MC model, con-
structing five BLSTM classifiers to integrate different emotional semantic information,
fully excavate the phenomenon of user multiple emotion coexistence and introduce the
Attention mechanism to express the importance of different features.

3 BLSTM-MC Model

The BLSTM-MC model (see Fig. 1). First, the model enhances context semantic
information by creating five BLSTM classifiers and introducing Attention mechanisms,
and gets deeper features, then returns all the emotional predictions of all posts by
Softmax.

3.1 Word Embedding

This paper uses the Skip-gram model to predict the words in its context window using
the current word. First use the training document to construct a vocabulary, and then
perform a one-hot encoding on the word. The value of each dimension in the one-hot
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encoding is only 0 or 1. The t-th word in the text is expressed as a vector of words:
wt 2 Rd, where d is the dimension of the word vector. If the text length is T, the input
text is represented as:

S ¼ ½w1;w2; � � � ;wT � 2 RT�d ð1Þ

3.2 BLSTM Model

LSTM is applied to the processing of time series tasks (see Fig. 2). The BLSTM is
constructed using the LSTM described by Zaremba et al. [12], and then the BLSTM
model is used to integrate the context information to obtain text features.

Among them, ft; it; ot and c represent three kinds of gate mechanisms, the forget
gate, the input gate, and the output gate, respectively, which control the read, write and
lose operations of memory cell.

The input of this LSTM is a phrase representing the sequence F = (F1, …, Fl−w+1),
the mechanism of which can be described by the following mapping.

Three gates of information flow input:

ft ¼ rðwf � ½ht�1; xt� þ bf Þ ð2Þ

it ¼ rðwi � ½ht�1; xt� þ biÞ ð3Þ

ot ¼ rðwo � ½ht�1; xt� þ boÞ ð4Þ

Fig. 1. BLSTM-MC model
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Memory unit update:

ct ¼ tanhðwc � ½ht�1; xt� þ bcÞ ð5Þ

ct ¼ ft � ct�1þ it � ct ð6Þ

Hidden layer unit update:

ht ¼ ot � tanhðctÞ ð7Þ

The timing t takes values 1; . . .; l� wþ 1f g; ht; ct 2 Rn, which are the hidden state
and memory state at the time t, r and tanh are the sigmoid and the hyperbolic tangent
activation functions, respectively; it; ft; ot; ct are input gates, forgetting gates, output
gates, and new candidate memory states at time t, whose dimensions are equal to the
hidden state dimension; * represents one by one element.

BLSTM includes forward LSTM
���!

and backward LSTM
���!

and these two parts share
parameters. The forward LSTM reads F1 to Fl−w+1 sequentially from the phrase rep-

resentation sequence, and the backward LSTM
���!

reads Fl−w+1 to F1 in turn, and its
functions are shown in Eqs. (8) and (9).

ht
!
; ct
!¼ LSTM

���!ðFt; ht�1
��!

; ct�1��!Þ; t 2 1; � � �; l� wþ 1f g ð8Þ

ht
 
; ct
 ¼ LSTM

 ���ðFt; htþ 1
 ��

; ctþ 1
 ��Þ; t 2 l� wþ 1; � � � ; 1f g ð9Þ

Among them, h0
!
; c0
! and hl�wþ 2

 ����
; cl�wþ 2
 ���� are initialized to zero vectors. ht

!
is the

phrase feature Ft fused with the above information representation, ht
 

is the phrase

feature Ft fusion representation of the following information, and ht ¼ ht
!
; ht
 h i

obtained by concatenating the two is the phrase representation of the fusion context

Fig. 2. LSTM structure diagram
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information. Through the BLSTM layer, the resulting phrase sequence of fusion con-
text information is represented by Eq. (10).

H ¼ ðh1; � � � ; hl�wþ 1Þ 2 R2n�ðl�wþ 1Þ ð10Þ

3.3 Attention Mechanism

The core idea of the attention mechanism is to learn the weights of words in a word
sequence to assign different attention to different content. The Attention mechanism has
been widely used in image recognition [14], image annotation [15] and natural lan-
guage processing [16]. In the Attention mechanism:

ut ¼ tanhðwwHt þ bwÞ ð11Þ

at ¼ softmaxðuTt ; uwÞ ð12Þ

v ¼
X

t
atHt ð13Þ

Among them, ut is the hidden unit of Ht, at is the attention vector, v is the output
vector after processing by the Attention mechanism. uw is the context vector, initialize
randomly at the beginning of the experiment, and continues to improve during the
learning process.

3.4 BLSTM-MC Emotion Classification

As shown in the BLSTM-MC layer in Fig. 1, the BLSTM classifier is constructed for
five categories, respectively: Happiness classifier, Sadness classifier, Anger classifier,
Fear classifier and Surprise classifier. In the Happiness classifier, the code-switching
text expressed by the word vector is used as the input of the classifier, and the BLSTM
will combine contextual contexts to capture textual features. The Attention mechanism
gives the text feature weight to the deep feature vector v, and uses Softmax to regress
the final distribution of the emotion prediction probability and Pi to express the text.
The probability of an emotional i.

Pi ¼ softmaxðwcvþ bÞ ð14Þ

For example, According to the probability, we can see whether the post belongs to
Happiness. The other four classifiers have the same principle as Happiness. The final
emotion prediction will fuse all the emotion prediction results of BLSTM-MC and
correlate different emotion semantic information.
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4 Experiment

4.1 Date Set

In order to verify the validity of the model, this paper uses the data set provided by the
conference NLP&&CC_task1 2018, and the labels of data sets are divided into five
categories, and is the form of Code-Switching Text. The training data set is divided into
training set and validation set according to the 8:2 ratio. Of which there are 1824 posts
in the happiness class, 1086 in sadness, 570 in anger, 648 in fear, 651 in surprise, a

total of 4104 sentences with emotions. However, 675 of the 4104 Posts contain a
variety of emotions, so the total emotion contained in the corpus is 4779, and the
remaining 1896 unmarked emotions. From the data, it is found that the posting of
sentimental coexistence accounts for 16.4% of the total number of emotional corpus,
indicating that the situation of feeling coexistence occupies a large proportion in the
task of emotional classification. The sample of the data set (see Table 1).

4.2 Data Preprocessing and Parameter Setting

Since the data set is a form of code-switching text, this paper uses Google translate API
to translate the data set into Chinese text, and then preprocesses the data set. Then use
the Skip-gram model of the word2vec tool to train the word vector, and the word vector
parameter setting (see Table 2), finally gets a word vector list, the words that do not
appear in the word vector list, random initialization of the word vector, and the
dynamic update of the word vector during the training process.

Table 1. Training data set sample.

Posts Happiness Sadness Anger Fear Surprise

so lovely*
(Translation is really bad, is this? so lovely*)

T F F F T

i
hate english。
(After making four English Weekly Reports, I
discovered that there are two other real collapses.
i hate english.)

F T T F F

Table 2. Word2vec parameter setting.

Model Skip-gram

Window_size 7
Word vector dimension 100
Sampling Negative sampling
Word frequency threshold 10
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This model selects sigmoid as an activation function, the learning rate is 0.01,
Adam is used as an optimizer, Dropout is used to prevent over fitting, and set value to
0.5, the cross entropy is used as the loss function, the batch size (batch_size) is 32, and
the number of training times (n_epochs) is 1000.

4.3 Experiment and Analysis

F1-Score is compute calculated for each emotion separately, and compute the macro
averaged F1 with all emotions, we use the conference NLP&&CC_task1 2018 scoring
metric Marco-F1 as the evaluation standard. The BLSTM-MC model is compared with
the model previously tested on the dataset, including BLSTM and the BLSTM based
on Attention mechanism model, The results (see Table 3)

1. BLSTM: Improved model of RNN proposed by Schmidhuber et al. [13].
2. BLSTM based on Attention mechanism: The emotion analysis model proposed in

the literature [6] for Chinese product reviews.

It can be seen from Table 3 that: Compared with the BLSTM model based on
Attention mechanism, the Marco-F1 value of BLSTM model is reduced by 43%, which
indicates that after joining the Attention mechanism, it can not only capture the impact
of input nodes on output nodes, but also enrich the semantic information and reduce the
information loss in the process of feature extraction.

The Marco-F1 value of the BLSTM-MC model proposed in this paper is higher
54% than that of the BLSTM model’s Marco-F1.which is higher 11% than the Macro-
F1 value of the BLSTM based on the Attention mechanism. It is proved that the
proposed BLSTM-MC model considers the relationship between text emotions well,
solves the problem of the loss of emotional semantic information and improves the
Marco-F1 value of the model.

The results of the BLSTM-MC model experiment were compared with those of two
terms DeepIntell and DUTIR_938. DeepIntell is a team name, which achieved the best
result in the conference NLP&&CC_Task1 2018, DUTIR_938 is a term name, which
achieved second place, we also compared with the median results, which is named
baseline in the table. The results of the experiment (see Table 4).

It can be seen from Table 4 that: The Marco-F1 value of the BLSTM-MC model
used in this article is 0.467, only lower 48% than that of DeepIntell, lower 1% than that
of DUTIR_938, but the values of Sadness and Fear are higher than DeepIntell and
DUTIR_938, the values of each class are also significantly higher than those of the

Table 3. Multi-model classification F1 value.

Model Happiness Sadness Anger Fear Surprise Marco-F1

BLSTM 0.691 0.413 0.543 0.164 0.256 0.413
BLSTM based on
Attention mechanism

0.695 0.634 0.528 0.289 0.136 0.456

BLSTM-MC 0.710 0.652 0.540 0.292 0.139 0.467
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Baseline. Among them, the F1 values of Happiness, Anger and Surprise corresponding
to emotion are slightly lower than those of the other two teams. This paper calls Google
translation to translate them into monolingual texts, because the texts in social media
are relatively informal and require high quality of translation.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes a BLSTM-MC model for the multi-emotion classification of code-
switching texts. The code-switching text is converted to the word vector with the Skip-
gram model, and the context information is fused by the multi classifiers of BLSTM.
Take full account of the fact that a single post has multiple emotion s at the same time,
mine the importance of different features, and to predict all emotions expressed by each
posts, In code-switching text, each post contains a variety of languages, such as Chi-
nese and English, and Chinese also contains Cantonese and other forms of language,
which is more challenging than monolingual or bilingual texts.
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